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'Clear him out': Palestinian tenants struggle to rent in
west Jerusalem

Miriam Berger in Jerusalem
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In this divided city, an Arabic name can severely limit the ability to find a home � and anti�
discrimination laws don’t cover private housing
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T he new housemate seemed perfect. A young professional from Jerusalem, fluent in
multiple languages, he gelled well with the other tenants. After a short sublet, he
asked to be officially added to the lease so he could apply for a parking permit.

The landlord became angry and refused. The would-be-housemate had a distinctly
Arabic name and the landlord said he wouldn’t rent to a Palestinian. In a text message to one of
the other housemates, a British-Israeli teacher, the landlord wrote that he didn’t want a “non-
Jew” renting and ordered them to “clear him out as soon as possible”. When the housemates
pushed back, the landlord threatened to come with his brothers, change the locks and throw
them out.
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“I was shocked,” says the teacher, but their Palestinian would-be housemate wasn’t. He
declined to speak on the record or file a complaint. “What do you expect?” the teacher recalled
him saying. “This is Jerusalem.”

Like many Palestinians, he had experienced suspicion and racism before in Jewish-majority
west Jerusalem. Facing discrimination is common for Palestinians trying to rent apartments on
the well-maintained west side of the city. Sometimes it’s an upfront “No Arabs” directive from
the landlord, but more often it is harder to pinpoint; not getting a call back once an Arabic
name comes up, for example.

“It’s very hard as a Palestinian to find a place to rent in west Jerusalem,” says Adi Lustingman,
a human rights lawyer at the Jerusalem-based firm of Lustingman & Blank. “Many
[Palestinian] people that I’ve talked to just find it very, very hard to find someone who will be
willing to rent [them] a house. And sometimes they need to have a friend to be the formal
person to rent.”

A few years back, Lustingman was leaving an apartment in west Jerusalem before the lease
ended and needed a replacement. Luckily a friend, a Palestinian doctor, was interested. He had
a guarantor and all the paperwork ready.

“The landlord would not accept him as a tenant,” Lustingman says. “He wouldn’t allow a
Palestinian person to move there … He’d rather the house stay empty.”

She offered to represent her friend in a legal battle, which he declined. “He just wanted to find
a different place to live.”

A divided city
The 1948 Arab-Israeli war divided Jerusalem between the Israeli-controlled west side and
Jordanian-controlled east side. Then in 1967 Israel occupied and later annexed east Jerusalem,
in a move that has never been recognised by the international community. In the decades
since, a deep disparity has grown between the poverty-stricken Palestinian east side and
largely Jewish Israeli west Jerusalem: for example, annually only 13% of the city’s building
permits issued by the Israeli government are granted to Palestinians in east Jerusalem.

The situation for Palestinians within Jerusalem is complicated. Within Israel and the
Palestinian Territories, there are roughly four types of status Palestinians can hold. Israeli-
Arabs – also called Palestinian citizens of Israel – make up about 20% of Israel’s nine million
citizens and are those who remained inside Israel following the 1948 war. They have a different
status from Palestinian residents of east Jerusalem: the latter can move freely inside Jerusalem

Given the history and ongoing violence between Israelis and
Palestinians, the city’s two populations are often fearful of
mingling. Photograph: REX/Shutterstock
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and Israel, but remain stateless and must continue to live in Jerusalem to maintain their
residency. Then there are the 2.5 million Palestinians living in the West Bank, who are under
the control of the semi-autonomous Palestinian Authority, and in 1.9 million Palestinians in
the Gaza Strip, who are ruled by militant group Hamas. West Bank and Gaza Strip Palestinians
cannot travel inside Israel without an Israeli permit and hold Palestinian identity cards.

Of these four Palestinian statuses, two – Palestinian citizens of Israel and east Jerusalem
residents – feel the impact of Jerusalem’s housing dynamics.

Given this labyrinthine question of status, as well as the history and ongoing violence between
Israelis and Palestinians, the two populations are often fearful of mingling. Palestinian suicide
bombers in the mid-2000s brought everyday life in west Jerusalem to a halt, and since 2015
there have been waves of Palestinian stabbings. Many Israelis describe Jerusalem as the kind
of city where the three main communities – Jewish Israelis, Palestinians, and ultra-religious
Jews – prefer to live separately.

The Israeli public was elated when US president Donald Trump moved the American Embassy
from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem in May last year, effectively endorsing Israel’s position that
Jerusalem is its undivided capital. Palestinians, however, also claim east Jerusalem as the
capital of their future state.

Amid these political battles, unofficial housing discrimination remains an effective way to
keep the population divided as Israel’s right-wing government attempts to extend its
dominance over Jerusalem.

Lustingman says there are no numbers or studies on the housing issue “because when people
refuse someone [permission] to live in their house, it’s much harder to quantify. You [can’t]
count the number of people who are not able to rent.”

A number of lawyers and human rights groups contacted say they are not aware of any legal
cases contesting this kind of housing discrimination.

“It is difficult to prove,” Lustingman adds. “That’s part of the problem. Usually people will see
the name and they won’t say directly that this is the reason … There is no direct
straightforward test to this.”

While Israeli law directly forbids race, gender and other discrimination in areas such as
employment and public space, there is no direct prohibition in relation to private housing.
There is, however, a basic premise under Israeli law which stipulates that a contract must be

Unofficial housing discrimination remains an effective way to keep
the city’s population divided. Photograph: Ahmad
Gharabli/AFP/Getty Images
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negotiated in good faith – and Lustingman says a lawyer could argue housing discrimination
violates this.

Estate agent Eva Aviad says there are some areas of west Jerusalem, such as the mixed
neighbourhood of Abu Tor, where Palestinians would not face problems renting, adding that
she has never encountered a landlord refusing to let to an Arab client.

“Most of the landlords that I work with are liberal, excuse me for being so frank,” she says.
“The trouble is in this country – and especially in Jerusalem, where you really feel the conflict –
is it is hard to be a liberal.”

Muhammad, 28, a Hebrew-speaking Palestinian raised in the Old City in east Jerusalem,
requested that the Guardian only use his first name. He says he has lived in west Jerusalem for
several years but for the past few months has been hunting for a new apartment – and is
finding it difficult. Ultra-Orthodox Jewish areas of the city are entirely off limits, he says, and
he doesn’t want to live on a street where he’s the only Arab.

But Muhammad needs to keep living in Jerusalem to maintain his residency. And as a young
person looking for freedom, he doesn’t want to live in the Old City – “the bubble,” he calls it –
where Israeli paramilitary police patrol, social norms are conservative, and where his family
and neighbours can constantly monitor and restrict his lifestyle.

So, before Muhammad goes to meet a potential housemate or landlord, he looks them up on
Facebook to try to get a sense of their politics. He then holds his breath for the moment when
“you feel something change with them” and he’s told there are others looking or the room is
already taken.

“Bottom line – I’m still looking for an apartment.”

Follow Guardian Cities on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram to join the discussion, catch up on our
best stories or sign up for our weekly newsletter
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